Animations

Environment
What does the Beijing Platform for Action say about the environment? This is an introduction to the issue and some recommendations that are still relevant today.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFZMzARue6o

The Girl Child
What does the Beijing Platform for Action say about the Girl Child? This is an introduction to the issue and some recommendations that are still relevant today.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehBU-NXS13g

Violence against Women
Violence against women is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jL21QWbj5xg

Women and Armed Conflict
Women and armed conflict is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrFX5-cNEwA

Women and Education
Women and education is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5g0HscAvt4
Women and Health
Women and health is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R10XfwCdWzo

Women and Media for Beijing25
Women and the media is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MZ9wpQOd1M

Women and Participation
Women and participation is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rfrt4wCxc8o

Women and Poverty
Women and poverty is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDwWFNmkEyU

Women and the Economy
Women and the economy is one of the 12 "critical areas of concern" in the Beijing Platform for Action, adopted by 189 countries in 1995 at the UN Fourth World Conference on Women. In 2020, governments and the feminist and women's movement along with NGOs and civil society will celebrate #Beijing25 by reviewing progress and making recommendations to accelerate progress.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qi9Z1jy1wY
Experts

Ana Falu – Cities
Ana Falu, is Professor at the National University of Cordoba – and the Coordinator of the UN-Habitat UNI Gender Hub. She speaks about how women's participation is key to reviving the spirit of the UN Fourth World Conference on Women, an event which she attended in 1995. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzN1y7jFcNA

Fatemah Khandagy - Freedom from Violence, stigma and stereotypes
Fatemah Khandagy, founder and chair of the Alliance for Arab Women, speaks about how gender based violence has serious consequences such as loss of self-esteem, self-worth, physical, mental and psychological health. It also impacts national productivity and burdens health care systems. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEurwE_9Mvk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2geqV5yQFE (In Arabic)

Jaime Todd Gher - Freedom from Violence, stigma and stereotypes
In this Beijing25 video created for the Feminist and Women’s Movement Action Plan, Jaime Todd Gher explores barriers to address gender-based violence. These include unjust criminalization of sexual identities and reproductive choices. "We must come together and practice radical inclusion, not tokenism" she says.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKtGh_46AXU

Laurent Huber – Women and Health
In 2020, women's health will be a critical issue in the commemoration of the UN Fourth World Conference on Women #Beijing25. Laurent Huber, director of Action Against Smoking, believes that women's rights to health are violated if they do not get the information, preventive services, and treatment for non-communicable diseases. The tobacco industry targets girls, resulting in rises in tobacco use. That trend rings alarm bells for their sexual and reproductive health later in life.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ze-GNzP6dk

Mabel Bianco - Participation, accountability and institutions
Mabel Bianco, Chair of FEIM in Argentina talks about the challenges of women's participation, accountability and gender-responsive institutions during Beijing + 25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ynh4xid8s08 (In Spanish)

Mavic Cabrera-Balleza - Peace and Security
Mavic Cabrera-Balleza, founder and CEO of the Network of Women Peace builders, speaks about how gender inequality creates an environment for conflict. Women's participation in decision-making in peace building is the key to sustainable peace.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SEp4b9qlK
Nurgul Dzhanaeva - Participation, accountability and institutions
Nurgul Dzhanaeva, founder and president of the Forum of women's NGOs of Kyrgyzstan, talks about how underinvestment into women's rights and gender equality is a core challenge. She proposes better tracking and accountability as only 19% of countries out of 69 reporting actually do gender financing reporting.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7D4MH3jsXM (In Russian)

Pramila Patten, SRSG on sexual violence in conflict
Pramila Patten, Special Representative of the Secretary-General on sexual violence in conflict talks about "Why must human rights be central to #Beijing25"? She asserts that ending violence against women is a prerequisite for women to exert all other human rights.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxbc33B_m4

Sarah Hendriks - UN Women Director for Programme
Sara Hendriks, UN Women Director for Programme and Policy, discusses why the feminist and women's movements matter to address the crises of our times. This was presented at the first virtual conference of the Feminist and Women's Movement Action Plan for #Beijing25.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-iApVAHXXk

Sharon Bhagwan Rolls - Women, Peace and Security
Sharon Bhagwan Rolls from the Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict, says it is to for women to "redesign" the table—not just ask for a seat. She explains that women peacebuilders face many challenges including the impact of climate change on the peace and security agenda.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84poDL-OvvY